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The Unified Modeling Language (UML) offers standard semantics and notation for describing object structure and behavior and has emerged as the design medium of choice for developing large-scale distributed object applications.  Augmented by the Rational Unified Process, an extensive set of software development guidelines, and the Rational Rose visual modeling tool, the UML greatly facilitates the development of quality object-oriented applications that meet both deadlines and requirements.
 

 Visual Modeling with Rational Rose 2000 and UML is a comprehensive introduction and tutorial providing guidance on how to use a tool (Rational Rose 2000), a process (the Rational Unified Process), and a language (the UML) to successfully visualize, specify, document, and construct a software system. Written by the Rose Evangelist at Rational Software Corporation, a leader in UML and object technology, this book breaks the technology down to its essentials and provides clear explanations of each element.  It follows a simplified version of the Rational Unified Process from project inception through system analysis and design.  A sample case study running throughout the book illustrates this iterative development process, the UML in practice, and the application of Rational Rose. New appendices demonstrate code generation and reverse engineering using Rational Rose 2000 with the Visual C++, C++, and Visual Basic languages.  

 Topics covered include: 

	Creating use cases  
	Finding objects and classes  
	UML stereotypes and packages  
	Scenarios, sequence diagrams, and collaboration diagrams  
	Discovering object interaction  
	Specifying relationships, association, and aggregation  
	Adding behavior and structure  
	Superclass/subclass relationships and inheritance  
	Object behavior and Harel state transition diagrams  
	Checking for model consistency  
	Specifying, visualizing, and documenting system architecture  
	The iteration planning process 


About the Author

Terry Quatrani is the UML Evangelist for Rational Software Corporation, where she is responsible for preaching the visual modeling gospel according to Grady Booch, Jim Rumbaugh, and Ivar Jacobson. During her twenty-one years of experience in the development and deployment of large software systems, she also worked for General Electric, where she was one of the founding consultants of the Lockheed Martin Advanced Concepts Center.
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Search Engine Optimization: Your visual blueprint for effective Internet marketingVisual, 2010

	A visual approach to the power of SEO marketing from a world-renowned Internet marketing expert


	Search engine optimization (SEO) is an ever-growing and powerful form of online marketing that allows business to grow in a faster, more cost-effective way by increasing traffic and visibility to a Web site. This updated resource...
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Hack Proofing Your Ecommerce SiteSyngress Publishing, 2001
Hack Proofing Your E-Commerce Site was written in response to requests from readers of our first book, Hack Proofing Your Network: Internet Tradecraft. Many of you asked us for more detail on how to protect e-commerce sites, given the unique risk and exposure such...
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Learning the Korn ShellO'Reilly, 1993
This Nutshell Handbook(R) is a thorough introduction to the Korn shell, both as a user interface and as a programming language. 
 
The Korn shell, like the C and Bourne shells, is a program that interprets UNIX commands. It has many features that aren't found in other shells, including command history (the ability to recall and edit...
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JDBC Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2005
This book provides complete and working solutions for performing database tasks using JDBC.
You can cut and paste solutions from this book to build your own JDBC database applications. All
the solutions have been compiled and tested against two leading databases: MySQL and Oracle.
This book is ideal for anyone who knows some Java...
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Fiber to the Home: The New EmpowermentJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
A compelling treatment of FTTH
Written by telecommunications pioneer Paul Green Jr., Fiber to the Home is a comprehensive examination of the technical and social implications of fiber to the home (FTTH), the technology that extends the current fiber optic backbone to optically connect it directly to homes and offices.     

Fiber to the...
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Building Wireless Community Networks, 2nd EditionO'Reilly, 2003
Building Wireless Community Networks is  about getting people online using wireless network  technology. The 802.11b standard (also known as WiFi) makes  it possible to network towns, schools, neighborhoods, small  business, and almost any kind of organization.  All that's  required is a willingness to cooperate and...
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